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User Onboarding using Interactive Guided

Walkthrough
This spec discusses what needs to be built for an interactive guided walkthrough

on-boarding process for new tutors on ClassPlus Lite (CP Lite) and why. It also provides low

fidelity wireframes for the feature.

What does User Onboarding using Interactive Walkthrough mean?

It is an on-boarding process that helps in hand holding a new tutor through the CP Lite

app over the major touch-points, prompting them to take actions. Features included as a

part of the walkthrough are creating a batch, adding a student to the batch and then

conducting a short live demo class.

Dummy link to feature proposal

Why build this feature?

- Usage of CP Lite by Tutors
- ~100 Tutor sign-ups per month for CP Lite



- Activation Rate for Tutors ~ 9% for the last 2 months (December, January).

[No of users who complete the milestone / no. of user sign-ups * 100 =

Activation Rate]

- 91 of our monthly tutor sign-ups do not complete our activation milestone.

Activation Milestone: Creating a Batch with one or more Students and holding

one Live class per week for a period of 3 weeks.

- Of the tutors who do not complete our activation milestone, 80% do not create

a single batch or a single student.

- Screen-flows for new tutors who do not create a single batch or a single

student indicates that they open the help videos 2-3 times. This is an

indication that users want to do the job but the help videos don't provide

sufficient help.

- User Feedback
- About 35% of the Reviews left by users on both Google Play Store and Apple

App Store till date indicate that they face challenges in finding the key

features of the app.

- 23% of posts on our Facebook Page from users mention user difficulties

when doing primary JTBDs like creating a batch, adding students, etc.

- Business Impact
- Higher number of tutor activation will help the users discover the value of the

product. It would help tutors scale their teaching business. This will help us

monetise some aspects of the CP Lite app.

- Word of mouth in the teaching community based on good experience will

result in an increased number of app installations which will increase CP

Lite’s market share.

- Access to a huge tutor base will put us in a better position to understand their

problems and help us identify other products/services to cater to their specific

needs.

Why build this feature over other features in our backlog?

Dummy Prioritisation sheet here



Who are we building this for?

- New tutors on-boarding the CP Lite App on Android

Pre-launch Data and Research

- Dummy link to user reviews data for app and play store

- Dummy link to user posts on Social Media

Main User Stories

- As a new tutor I should be able to create a batch

- As a new tutor I should be able to add students to a batch

- As a new tutor I should be able to start a live class

Goals of this feature

- Get new tutors on CP Lite to get to their “Aha moment” as quickly as possible

- Get new tutors to feel more at ease when using the app unassisted

Success metrics

- Activation Rate increases by 4%(become 13%) from the current value of 9%

- Drop-off rate of tutors immediately after the onboarding tour should be down to 40%
from the current 55%

- Reduction in # of app uninstallations
- Increase in # of app referrals

Change in Metrics Definition

Activation Milestone : Our definition of Activation Milestone currently is “Creating

one Batch with one or more Students and holding one Live class per week for a

period of 3 weeks.”

- This definition has to change since the user will now create one batch and

one student as a part of the on-boarding process.Our definition of Activation

Milestone should now be modified to take this change into account.



- Proposed definition of Activation Milestone is“Creating one batch with one or
more active students and holding one Live class per week for a period of 3

weeks where dummy student created by the system is not counted as an

active student”

- This new definition will accommodate the fact that the tutor adds another

non-dummy new student to the batch created during on-boarding.

User Flows
Working link to low fidelity clickable wireframes on Figma

Screenwise walkthrough for Designers

The core design objectives of the guided interactive walkthrough are:

● The tutor should be able to focus on the CTAs on the screen without being distracted.

This will help them remember the actionable steps later when they are using the app

unassisted.

● The tutor should be aware of their position in the app navigation so that they can

remember this information later when navigating outside the onboarding process.

● The tutor should be aware of the progress made in the on-boarding process so that

they know how many steps they’ve completed/ are yet to complete. This will provide

them with a clear end-point.

Screenwise walkthrough for Engineers

The core objectives with respect to development of the guided interactive walkthrough are:

● The tutor should be able to identify and rectify input errors with the help of suggestive

information provided by the app.

● If the tutor chooses to exit the onboarding process at any point earlier than the

intended end of the onboarding process, they should be provided with consistent app

screen states so that they can both identify and execute their next goals in the app.

https://www.figma.com/file/DKsHz9TW9AsOLzbbY6i4hj/Classplus-On-boarding?node-id=0%3A1


How do we educate customers about this feature?
● This is going to be a part of our onboarding flow so a new tutor will encounter these

changes when they on-board.

Out of Scope for now

- On-boarding using guided interactive walkthrough for other features such as “My

Library”, “Grow”, “Study Materials”

- Changes to the empty state screens for Batches and Students so that the help

videos are not shown on the screen but keeping the videos listed under our help

section.

- On-boarding in Hindi/other languages.

Roll-out-Plan
● Will launch on Prod as an experiment on 22nd May

● Dummy Experiment Plan

Risk

Risk How do we spot it? How do we mitigate it?

Users find the on-boarding

process taxing because of

the number of steps

involved.

Screen Flows showing

higher percentage of app

closure/ drop-offs during

on-boarding

Provide multiple exit points

within the onboarding

process


